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Abstract The Empirical CODE Orbit Model (ECOM)

of the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE),

which was developed in the early 1990s, is widely used

in the International GNSS Service (IGS) community.

For a rather long time, spurious spectral lines are known

to exist in geophysical parameters, in particular in the

Earth Rotation Parameters (ERPs) and in the esti-

mated geocenter coordinates, which could recently be

attributed to the ECOM. These effects grew creepingly

with the increasing influence of the GLONASS system

in recent years in the CODE analysis, which is based

on a rigorous combination of GPS and GLONASS since

May 2003.

In a first step we show that the problems associated

with the ECOM are to the largest extent caused by

the GLONASS, which was reaching full deployment by
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the end of 2011. GPS-only, GLONASS-only, and com-

bined GPS/GLONASS solutions using the observations

in the years 2009–2011 of a global network of 92 com-

bined GPS/GLONASS receivers were analyzed for this

purpose.

In a second step we review direct solar radiation

pressure (SRP) models for GNSS satellites. We demon-

strate that only even-order short-period harmonic per-

turbations acting along the direction Sun-satellite occur

for GPS and GLONASS satellites, and only odd-order

perturbations acting along the direction perpendicular

to both, the vector Sun-satellite and the spacecraft’s

solar panel axis.

Based on this insight we assess in the third step the

performance of four candidate orbit models for the fu-

ture ECOM. The geocenter coordinates, the ERP dif-

ferences w. r. t. the IERS 08 C04 series of ERPs, the

misclosures for the midnight epochs of the daily orbital

arcs, and scale parameters of Helmert transformations

for station coordinates serve as quality criteria. The

old and updated ECOM are validated in addition with

satellite laser ranging (SLR) observations and by com-

paring the orbits to those of the IGS and other analysis

centers.

Based on all tests we present a new extended ECOM

which substantially reduces the spurious signals in the

geocenter coordinate z (by about a factor of 2–6), re-

duces the orbit misclosures at the day boundaries by

about 10%, slightly improves the consistency of the es-

timated ERPs with those of the IERS 08 C04 Earth

rotation series, and substantially reduces the systemat-

ics in the SLR validation of the GNSS orbits.

Keywords GPS · GLONASS · Solar radiation

pressure · ECOM
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1 Introduction

The Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE)—

a joint venture of the Astronomical Institute of the

University of Bern, the Federal Office of Topography

swisstopo in Wabern, the Federal Agency for Cartog-

raphy and Geodesy in Frankfurt am Main, and the In-

stitut für Astronomische und Physikalische Geodäsie of

the Technische Universität München—hosts one of the

global analysis centers of the International GNSS Ser-

vice (IGS, Dow et al., 2009).

The Empirical CODE Orbit Model (ECOM, Beut-

ler et al., 1994) was developed in the early 1990s, moti-

vated by the lack of reliable satellite information. The

attempt was made to solve for the minimum number of

solar radiation pressure (SRP) parameters using read-

ily available a priori models, first the ROCK-T models

until November 2005, then a model derived from the

parameters of the ECOM (Springer et al., 1999a; Dach

et al., 2009). Since July 2013 the ECOM is used at

CODE without any a priori SRP model, after having

implemented albedo modeling. With the deployment

of more and more GLONASS satellites, problems were

slowly developing and it became clear that the ECOM

has shortcomings and needs a thorough review. This

was confirmed in the article by Meindl et al. (2013)

and is in line with Rodŕıguez-Solano et al. (2014b).

It was thus clear that something had to be done to

improve the situation. The simplest, and probably most

effective corrective action would have been to abandon

the analysis of GLONASS data (see Sec. 3.2). In view

of the large user community relying on the CODE com-

bined products this was, however, not considered a valu-

able option. Furthermore, the classic ECOM has prob-

lems to sufficiently parametrize the orbits of GLONASS

satellites because the bodies of the latter are, in con-

trast to GPS satellites, of a markedly elongated shape.

As this is the case for other satellites (like the European

GNSS Galileo) as well, the decision to simply restrict

the ECOM to GPS satellites would not have been sus-

tainable.

It is therefore the main purpose of this article to

review the ECOM, which was successfully applied by

CODE and other IGS analysis centers in the past twenty

years and to make it fit for the next twenty years. It

shall be updated to better account also for the SRP

characteristics of the GLONASS and other GNSS satel-

lites.

Section 2 reviews essential developments of SRP

modeling in the IGS environment. Section 3 first re-

views the ECOM as it was used until now and then

shows that the classical ECOM is even today a good

model when analyzing GPS-only data and that its prob-

lems are caused to the greatest extent by GLONASS.

Interestingly, the ECOM problems may be substantially

reduced, if a particular parameter type of the ECOM

is not estimated for the GLONASS satellites. Section 4

first assembles the elements underlying the proposed

modified ECOM and then presents its most general

form. Section 5 introduces the candidates considered

for the new ECOM and analyzes their performance.

Section 6 validates the candidate ECOM models using

the observations conducted by the International Laser

Ranging Service (ILRS) as described in Pearlman et al.

(2002). Section 7 summarizes the findings and presents

the orbit model selected for the future CODE contri-

butions.

2 Orbit modeling activities in the IGS

environment

Fliegel et al. (1992) and Fliegel et al. (1996) pioneered

the development of a priori models to account for SRP

for the GPS satellites. Models for Block I, Block II,

and Block IIA were presented in Fliegel et al. (1992),

whereas the model for the Block IIR satellites was pro-

vided in 1996—at a time when no Block IIR satellite

was yet in orbit. The so-called standard ROCK-S mod-

els without and the ROCK-T models with thermal re-

radiation and other modeling improvements, were pro-

vided for Blocks II and IIA. The perturbing accelera-

tions were given in the form of a Fourier expansion in

the body-fixed coordinates X and Z, using the angle

between the Sun and the spacecraft’s Z-axis, as seen

from the center of the satellite, as angular argument.

The geodetic community was advised to use ROCK-

T, to estimate a scaling factor of the model acceler-

ations, and to solve for the so-called Y -bias (Fliegel

et al., 1992). This advice was generally accepted in the

early 1990s. The Fliegel publications set the standard

for many future developments.

Ziebart et al. (2002) make the distinction between

analytical SRP models, analytical models with empiri-

cal scaling or augmentation, and empirical models. They

are strong advocates of analytical modeling, which makes

sense as this reduces potential correlations between or-

bit and other parameters. However, this requires that

for all satellites processed there is sufficient and reli-

able information about the satellite’s surface properties,

their thermal behavior, and their attitude available.

Bar-Sever et al. (2004) follow a different approach

for SRP modeling. Their model is in essence based on

the Fliegel formulation, introduces additional terms,

and, most importantly, empirically determines the pa-

rameters using a least squares fit to long chains of daily

orbits computed by JPL.
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The development of the Empirical CODE Orbit Model

by Beutler et al. (1994) was motivated by the neces-

sity to solve for more than just a scaling factor for the

ROCK-T models and by the concern that the force sig-

natures introduced by a priori models could not be re-

moved by estimating only a scale factor. The ECOM

decomposes the perturbing acceleration into three or-

thogonal directions well adapted to SRP modeling and

adopts a truncated Fourier series expansion for each

component using the satellite’s argument of latitude as

the angular argument.

Springer (1999b) used the ECOM and proposed what

is called today the reduced ECOM, which just solves

for the three zero-order terms of the expansion and the

first-order term in one of the components. The author

showed that the orbits improved as a consequence of

this particular parametrization. Springer et al. (1999a)

published the key findings, where they also presented

the coefficients of an alternative a priori model, based

uniquely on the ECOM. The reduced ECOM was suc-

cessfully used by CODE and others until 2014. At CODE,

it was first used on top of the ROCK-T models, then

on top of an ECOM-derived a priori model, and even-

tually, since mid 2013, without any a priori model at

all.

In recent years it became evident, however, that the

ECOM suffers from shortcomings. Meindl (2011) used a

worldwide network of 92 combined GPS/GLONASS re-

ceivers to study the properties of GPS-only, GLONASS-

only, and combined GPS/GLONASS solutions. It be-

came clear that since about 2009 high-accuracy global

products, namely GNSS orbits, Earth rotation param-

eters (ERPs), station coordinates, and geocenter esti-

mates could be generated using only GLONASS obser-

vations. It was, however, also clear that some of the

GLONASS-only products contained pronounced devi-

ations, which did not show up in the GPS-only prod-

ucts. The effect was particularly prominent in the z-

component of the geocenter. Meindl et al. (2013) clearly

identified it as a GLONASS-specific artifact and ex-

plained the mechanism how it was introduced into the

results. The results are based on one and the same orbit

model—the reduced ECOM.

Every satellite method of space geodesy has to de-

termine orbit parameters of the observed satellites when

solving for global parameters of geophysical interest.

Modeling deficits must therefore be expected in the

geophysical parameters if the force field acting on the

satellite is not perfectly known.

Ray et al. (2008) described spurious spectral lines

in the spectra of the IGS station coordinates already in

2008—using data when GLONASS did not yet play a

significant role in the IGS network. The periods of the

spectral lines could be attributed to the so-called dra-

conitic GPS year, which, due to the regression of the

satellite nodes on the equator, is about 14 days shorter

than the sidereal year. The effects are small: the ampli-

tudes of the spectral lines, which can be reconstructed

from the power spectra in Ray et al. (2008) and in Ray

et al. (2013), are only about a factor of 1–3 above the

noise level. Griffith and Ray (2012) state that draconitic

errors are contained in virtually all IGS products.

Rodŕıguez-Solano et al. (2014b) documented a sig-

nificant reduction of the spurious effects in the z-coordinate

of geocenter motion, in the ERPs, in the orbit misclo-

sures at the day boundaries, and in the stacked spec-

tra of the station coordinates, by replacing the reduced

5-parameter ECOM for GPS and GLONASS by an

adjustable box-wing model, which was developed by

Rodŕıguez-Solano (2014a).

Montenbruck et al. (2014) analyzed the performance

of the ECOM when applied to Galileo In-Orbit Vali-

dation satellites. The authors related systematic orbit

and clock errors to shortcomings of the ECOM when

used for the Galileo satellites, the bodies of which are,

as opposed to GPS satellites, of a significantly elon-

gated shape (as are the GLONASS satellites). As a

consequence, the authors propose an a priori box model

which augments the ECOM with parameters adjusted

using Galileo observations over an extended time span.

Nonetheless, a purely empirical SRP modeling has

several advantages over analytical or semi-analytical

approaches. Apart from its simplicity, an empirical SRP

model can be easily applied to every satellite without

precise knowledge of its shape, mass, attitude and opti-

cal properties of its surfaces. We aim at further retain-

ing this universality and therefore review the ECOM

in the light of the mentioned shortcomings. It is our

goal to develop an improved ECOM which is better

adapted to SRP modeling of all GNSS satellites, in-

cluding GLONASS

3 The ECOM and its applications to GNSS

analysis

We first review the characteristics of the ECOM used

until now in Subsec. 3.1. We then study its performance

in GPS-only, GLONASS-only and combined GPS/GLONASS

analyses in Subsec. 3.2.
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Fig. 1: Satellite-geocenter-Sun geometry. us and βs denote the

argument of latitude and the elevation angle of the sun w. r. t.
the orbital plane

3.1 The Empirical CODE Orbit Model (ECOM)

All ECOMs decompose the perturbing accelerations into

three orthogonal directions

eD
.
=

rs − r

|rs − r|
, eY

.
= − er × eD

|er × eD|
, eB

.
= eD × eY , (1)

where rs and r are the geocentric vectors of the Sun

and the satellite, respectively, and er is the unit vec-

tor associated with r. The vector eD is the unit vector

in the direction satellite-Sun, eY points along the satel-

lite’s solar panels axes and eB completes the orthogonal

system. The total acceleration of a satellite due to solar

radiation pressure can then be written as

a = a0 +D(u)eD + Y (u)eY +B(u)eB , (2)

where a0 is a selectable a priori model, and where u is

the satellite’s argument of latitude (Fig. 1).

In the original ECOM the functions D(u), Y (u) and

B(u) are represented as Fourier series truncated after

the once-per-revolution (1pr) terms,

D(u) = D0 +Dc cosu+Ds sinu

Y (u) = Y0 + Yc cosu+ Ys sinu

B(u) = B0 +Bc cosu+Bs sinu ,

(3)

using the satellite’s argument of latitude u as angular

argument.

The decomposition (1) and the SRP model (2, 3)

were proposed by Beutler et al. (1994). Since 1996 the

model has been used by the CODE Analysis Center of

the IGS.

The ECOM actually used by CODE is the so-called

reduced ECOM (Springer et al., 1999a):

D(u) = D0

Y (u) = Y0

B(u) = B0 +Bc cosu+Bs sinu .

(4)

Furthermore, since July 2013, no a priori model is used

for the CODE IGS contributions, i. e., a0 = 0.

The term ‘empirical model’ may have different mean-

ings. It is sometimes used as a label for a model the

parameters of which are fit to data and which is used

as a priori model. Here, we use the term to characterize

the parametrization (2).

3.2 GPS-only, GLONASS-only, and combined

GPS/GLONASS solutions

Meindl (2011) analyzed GPS-only, GLONASS-only, and

combined GPS/GLONASS data of the years 2008–2010

from a global network exclusively consisting of 92 com-

bined GPS/GLONASS receivers. Meindl et al. (2013)

added the year 2011 to this data set to study the se-

ries of geocenter coordinates of GLONASS-only and

GPS-only solutions. In our analysis we skip the year

2008, because at that time the GLONASS-only solution

still suffered from the incomplete GLONASS constella-

tion. Here, we broaden the investigation by studying

the quality of the ERPs, as well.

The analysis is closely related to that of the CODE

IGS one-day solutions: orbits, station coordinates, ERPs,

and geocenter coordinates are estimated together with

other parameters like troposphere zenith delays and re-

maining unresolved ambiguities. The reduced ECOM

(4) of the CODE routine analysis was used by Meindl

et al. (2013) and for the first half of this section. No a

priori orbit model was applied.

Figures of the geocenter coordinates for the three

solution series may be found in Meindl et al. (2013).

Figure 2 shows the spectral decomposition of the geo-

center motion in the z-coordinate, which is—in contrast

to the other two components—known to be most sen-

sitive to orbit modeling issues.

The vertical lines in Fig. 2 and in subsequent spec-

tra mark the annual, semi-annual etc. periods. The dif-

ferences between the tropical year and the draconitic

year of GPS and GLONASS cannot be resolved for our

comparatively short time period of three years.

The dominating phenomenon in Fig. 2 is the spec-

tral line with an amplitude of 112 mm at three cycles

per year (3 cpy) in the GLONASS-only solution. This

massive signal was the motivation for Meindl et al.

(2013) to study geocenter motion.
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Fig. 2: Amplitude spectra of the geocenter z-coordinate 2009–
2011 as estimated from the GLONASS-only (GLO), GPS-only

(GPS), and combined GPS/GLONASS (CMB) solutions

The GPS-only solution has an amplitude of about

4 mm at this frequency, whereas the combined GPS/GLONASS

solution still has an amplitude of 20 mm, which there-

fore must be GLONASS-induced.

Table 1 lists the amplitudes of the spectral lines of

the geocenter coordinates at the frequencies of 1, 2,

and 3 cpy for all solutions considered in this section:

the column entitled B1pr indicates whether or not the

1pr terms in the B-component of Eqs. (4) were actually

estimated. ‘yes’ means that the terms are estimated for

all satellites, ‘no’ that they are estimated for no satellite

and ‘GPS’ that they are estimated for GPS satellites

only. Experiments with B1pr 6= yes will be discussed in

the second half of this section.

The results for the x- and y-components of the GPS,

GLONASS, and the combined solutions are rather con-

sistent. The consistency is, however, far from an accept-

able level for the z-coordinate. It is particularly worri-

some that the amplitude at 3 cpy in the combination

is still biased to a value five times larger than in the

GPS-only solution.

The polar motion coordinates x and y, their drifts,

and the length of day (LOD) are accessible parameters

to satellite geodetic methods. When only analyzing or-

bital arcs of one day, as it is done in the IGS since 2012,

it does not make sense to study the polar motion drifts,

because their determination is very weak. This aspect

was discussed by Hefty et al. (2000), who pointed out

that polar motion estimates with a higher than daily

resolution require special measures. Mean errors of the

polar motion drifts of several 100µas/day confirm these

findings. Therefore, we decided to focus subsequently

Table 1: Amplitudes (in mm) of the geocenter coordinates

Par Sys B1pr 3 cpy 2 cpy 1 cpy

x GLO yes 2 1 9

x GPS yes 1 0 7
x CMB yes 1 1 8

y GLO yes 2 2 5

y GPS yes 1 2 10

y CMB yes 1 2 9

z GLO yes 112 11 32
z GPS yes 4 4 4

z CMB yes 20 4 3

x GLO no 2 9 7

x GPS no 1 5 9
x CMB no 1 2 8

y GLO no 2 6 3

y GPS no 1 1 8

y CMB no 1 2 7

z GLO no 11 6 34
z GPS no 4 4 18

z CMB no 3 5 19

x CMB GPS 0 2 7

y CMB GPS 1 1 8

z CMB GPS 4 5 11

only on the quality of the pole coordinates x and y,

and of LOD.

Figures 3 and 4 show the amplitude spectra of the

x- and y-pole coordinate differences and of LOD dif-

ferences of the three solutions w. r. t. the IERS 08 C04

series (Bizouard et al., 2009). Assuming that the IERS

values are true, all differences should be zero and the

spectrum should not show amplitudes above the noise

level. The reference series is not really independent of

the solutions discussed here, because GNSS solutions

based on similar sets of observations were used for their

generation—together with the results of the other space

geodetic techniques. It is, however, the best reference

available for our purpose.

Table 2 contains the amplitudes at 1, 2, 3, and 4 cpy

and the sums of these amplitudes of the polar motion

coordinate differences w. r. t. IERS 08 C04. The sum of

the three amplitudes represents the maximum possible

deviation of the respective ERP differences, provided

the differences would be uniquely due to the three spec-

tral lines.

The GLONASS-only solutions are heavily deterio-

rated in the polar motion coordinates x and y. By far

the largest amplitude is encountered in the x-coordinate

at the frequency of 3 cpy. The sum of the amplitudes of

these differences are about 314µas and 130µas in the

x- and y-coordinates, respectively. The corresponding

values for the GPS-only solution are 52µas and 49µas,
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Fig. 3: Amplitude spectra of differences of polar motion coordi-

nates x (top) and y (bottom) from the GLONASS-only, GPS-
only, and combined GPS/GLONASS solutions w. r. t. IERS 08

C04

respectively. The combination of the x-component is

clearly contaminated, whereas the effect is smaller in

the y-component.

The amplitudes of the LOD differences at 4 to 1 cpy

and their sums are provided in Tab. 3. The sum of

the amplitudes of the GLONASS-only solution is with

34.8µs/day roughly 70% larger than the corresponding

GPS-only value, indicating that a GLONASS-induced

artifact exists in LOD, as well. Note, however, that

the combined solution does not only clearly reduce the

GLONASS-only semiannual and quarterly amplitudes,

but also the GPS-only semiannual amplitude.

The results discussed so far are valid for the orbit

model used by Meindl et al. (2013), the 5-parameter

ECOM (4). Subsequently, we further simplify this model

by omitting the 1pr terms in B—disregarding the evi-
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µ
s
/d
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Fig. 4: Amplitude spectra of LOD from the GLONASS-only,
GPS-only, and combined GPS/GLONASS solutions w. r. t. IERS

08 C04

Table 2: Amplitudes of polar motion differences (in µas) w. r. t.

IERS 08 C04

Par Sys B1pr 4 cpy 3 cpy 2 cpy 1 cpy sum

x GLO yes 16 210 28 60 314
x GPS yes 3 11 8 30 52

x CMB yes 2 20 8 33 63

y GLO yes 19 70 8 33 130

y GPS yes 16 8 9 16 49
y CMB yes 11 11 8 15 45

x GLO no 18 108 7 23 156
x GPS no 8 5 11 24 48

x CMB no 6 28 8 23 65

y GLO no 6 21 18 57 102
y GPS no 22 4 5 4 35

y CMB no 12 5 9 7 33

x CMB GPS 3 26 2 19 50

y CMB GPS 11 6 7 6 30

Table 3: Amplitudes of LOD differences (in µs/day) w. r. t. IERS

08 C04

Sys B1pr 4 cpy 3 cpy 2 cpy 1 cpy sum

GLO yes 12.5 4.1 11.7 6.5 34.8
GPS yes 3.9 2.9 6.4 7.0 20.2
CMB yes 4.8 1.5 3.3 7.2 16.8

GLO no 9.2 4.0 9.0 5.6 27.8
GPS no 2.4 1.9 2.5 8.4 15.2
CMB no 3.1 2.9 2.6 7.0 15.6

CMB GPS 3.8 2.5 2.1 6.6 15.0
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dence of the usefulness of these terms found by Springer

et al. (1999a). This simplified ECOM is motivated by

Rodŕıguez-Solano et al. (2014b), who pointed out that

these terms may alter the orbital plane, in addition to

the constant term D0 studied by Meindl et al. (2013).

As it is clear by now that the biases in the combina-

tion are mainly caused by GLONASS, we also include a

combined solution using the original reduced ECOM (4)

for the GPS and the ECOM with only three empirical

accelerations, namely the three constant accelerations

D0, Y0, and B0, for the GLONASS.

The results of the alternative parametrization are

contained in Tabs. 1, 2, and 3 for the geocenter coor-

dinates, the polar motion components x, y, and LOD,

respectively. B1pr = no stands for the solutions adopt-

ing the 3-parameter ECOM for all satellites, B1pr =

GPS for solutions adopting the 5-parameter ECOM for

GPS, and the three-parameter ECOM for GLONASS.

Table 1 reveals that the 3-parameter ECOM has

a remarkably positive impact on the GLONASS-only

z-coordinate of the geocenter: the amplitude at 3 cpy

drops from 112 to 11 mm. Ironically, the terms which

had a clearly positive impact on GPS-only solutions ac-

cording to Springer et al. (1999a) prove to be harmful

for GLONASS-only solutions. The effect is also clearly

visible in the combined solutions: the amplitude at 3 cpy

drops from 20 to 3 mm from B1pr = yes to B1pr = no

and stays at 4 mm for B1pr = GPS. Note, however, that

the omission of the periodic terms in B induces an in-

crease of the amplitude at 1 cpy. This is most prominent

in the GPS-only and combined solutions when not esti-

mating the periodic B terms at all: the amplitudes grow

from 4 mm and 3 mm to 18 mm and 19 mm, respectively.

For the combined solution the increase to 11 mm is a

bit smaller when estimating periodic B terms only for

GPS.

Table 2 also provides the amplitudes of the polar

motion differences of our solutions w. r. t. IERS 08 C04

for B1pr = no and B1pr = GPS. The GLONASS-only

solutions without the 1pr terms in B are clearly su-

perior to the conventional solutions: for the x- and y-

coordinates the amplitude sums drop from 314µas and

130µas to 156µas and 102µas, respectively. The im-

provements for the combined solutions are still visible,

but less pronounced.

For GLONASS-only solutions the sum of the am-

plitudes of the LOD differences w. r. t. IERS 08 C04

drops from 34.8µs/day for the 5-parameter ECOM to

27.8µs/day for the 3-parameter ECOM. Again, the ad-

vantage is with the solutions without periodic ECOM

terms. Interestingly, we also see a slight improvement

for the GPS-only LOD values when skipping the 1pr

terms in B. This fact was also noted by Springer et al.

(1999a).

We have thus seen that for the GLONASS-only so-

lutions the traditional ECOM is clearly inferior in all

aspects considered to the solution not solving for the

1pr terms in B.

For GPS the picture is not so clear. For the geocen-

ter estimates the classic model is slightly superior, for

the polar motion parameters both models are on the

same level, and for LOD the three-parameter ECOM is

slightly better.

Our experiments have shown that (a) GLONASS-

only solutions suffer from massive artifacts in the geo-

center z-coordinate and in all ERP parameters when us-

ing the 5-parameter ECOM model of Eqs. (4); that (b)

GPS-only solutions show no, or at least much smaller

spurious signals in the estimated geocenter coordinates

and in the ERPs; and that (c) combined GPS/GLONASS

solutions based on model (4) contain reduced, but still

noticeable GLONASS-induced artifacts.

We are thus facing a GLONASS-specific problem

with the reduced ECOM (4). Our results indicate on

one hand an insufficient parametrization for GLONASS

orbits and on the other hand an inability to determine

the 1pr terms in B without biasing parameters of geo-

physical interest. Combined solutions solving only for

the three constant accelerations for GLONASS, but for

all five parameters for GPS, are a promising alternative.

In any case, a careful review of the ECOM is necessary;

an update of the orbit modeling will eventually allow

for a reduction of the described deficits.

4 Expectations from theory

Subsection 4.1 assembles the essential facts underlying

the new extended ECOM and studies the spectral be-

havior of the ROCK-T and the box-wing models. We

assume that the attitude control (yaw-steering mode)

of the satellite is perfect. It is well known, on the other

hand, that during eclipse seasons this is not the case,

neither for GLONASS nor for GPS. We do not, how-

ever, address this issue in the present article. In Sec-

tion 4.2 the mathematic foundations of the proposed

extended ECOM are laid out.

4.1 Basics of SRP modeling

SRP is caused by momentum transfer of absorbed, emit-

ted, or reflected photons to the satellite. In an analytical

SRP modeling approach the satellite’s surface is sub-

divided into individual surfaces—each with its optical
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properties and orientation—and the theoretical acceler-

ation due to each surface is calculated. The absorbed ra-

diation accelerates the satellite along −eD. Specularly

reflected radiation on a surface element accelerates the

satellite along the normal vector of the surface element

(pointing into the satellite). Diffusely reflected radia-

tion induces an acceleration in the direction of a vector

in the plane spanned by the surface normal vector and

eD. Thermal re-radiation and Earth-albedo radiation

have to be taken into account, as well. The total SRP

is then obtained by summing up the contributions from

all surface elements.

For box-wing-type SRP models (Rodŕıguez-Solano,

2014a) the satellite is described by a small number of

surfaces, while Ziebart (2004) established a more com-

plex handling of SRP by finite element representation

of the satellite and by ray-tracing techniques.

In contrast to the analytical or semi-analytical mod-

els, an empirical SRP model remains independent of the

precise shape of the satellite and the optical properties

of its surfaces and aims at estimating SRP-induced ac-

celerations in suitable directions. How should an empir-

ical SRP model look like from the perspective of the-

ory? Figure 5 illustrates the relevant geometry. In the

figure we are looking edge-on at the satellite’s orbital

plane from the nodal line of the orbit in the terminator

system. The fundamental plane of this system is the

terminator, the first axis points out of the plane of pro-

jection along the nodal line and the third axis points

always towards the Sun and is parallel to the eD-axis

of the ECOM.

Assuming a perfect attitude, the solar panels are

always perpendicular to eD and the resulting accelera-

tion attributed to them is constant and pointing in the

direction −eD. This is why—for direct SRP—we focus

uniquely on the the satellite body from now on.

Figure 5 shows a particularly simple satellite body, a

cuboid, operated in a yaw-steering attitude mode (Bar-

Sever, 1996). This attitude is assumed by many GNSS

satellites during non-eclipse phases and can be summa-

rized as follows: the satellite’s +Z-surface, containing

the antenna array, always points towards the geocenter

and the solar panel axis is always perpendicular to eD,

such that the satellite-fixed vector ex points into the

half plane containing the Sun. Hence, for the cuboid of

Fig. 5 the Sun never illuminates the surfaces to which

the solar panels are attached (±Y ). Direct SRP is thus

constrained to the (eB , eD)-plane, where the vectors

are defined by Eq. (1). An acceleration along the third

ECOM axis eY only occurs, if the satellite is not aligned

properly, in particular if the body-fixed Y -axis is not

perpendicular to eD.

Sun

terminator

eD

eB

ez

ex

eD

eB

ez
ex

ex

ey
bc

bc

bc

γ

r(ut = 270◦)

r(ut = 90◦)

r(ut = 0◦)

−Z

−Y

+Y

Fig. 5: Cuboid satellite body in terminator system at arguments

of latitude ut = (0, 90, 270)◦, measured in the terminator system.
Z-surface contains the antenna array; X-surface is normal to the

satellite-fixed ex-axis; γ is the elevation of the satellite’s orbital

plane above the terminator plane. γ = 90◦−βs. The solar panels,
which are attached to the surfaces ±Y , are not shown in the figure

Assuming nominal yaw-steering for a cuboid-shaped

satellite body with fully symmetric areas and optical

properties for the ±X and ±Z surfaces and excluding

self-shadowing effects, the following basic facts related

to direct SRP acting on the satellite body can be seen

in Fig. 5:

– For βs = ±90◦ the Sun always illuminates the same

cross section of the satellite body, the X-surface of

the satellite. Therefore, all periodic variations due

to direct SRP must vanish.

– The acceleration in Y -direction completely vanishes,

hence the zero-order term Y0 should also be zero.

– The SRP accelerations are the same for the argu-

ments of latitude ut = (0, 180)◦ measured in the

terminator system, independent of the βs-angle.

– For βs = 0◦, i. e., for γ = 90◦, the short-periodic

variations over a revolution period assume maxi-

mum amplitude.

– We can conclude that (a) the D-component only has

even-order periodic terms in ut and that (b) the B-

component only has odd-order periodic terms in ut.

The statement concerning the orders of the short-periodic

perturbations emerges from the fact that — under the

assumptions made — the SRP geometry is the same for

every pair of angles (ut, ut+180◦): as the D-component

refers to a fixed axis in an inertial reference frame, only
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Fig. 6: Box-wing accelerations (Rodŕıguez-Solano, 2014a) for

GLONASS-M in D (left, top) and B (left, bottom), and cor-
responding amplitude spectra (right)

even-order terms can occur; as eB rotates by 180◦ in

this system over half of the satellite’s revolution period,

the B-component can only contain odd-order short-

periodic perturbations, and the zero-order termB0 must

be zero.

These predictions from theory can be checked by an-

alyzing the accelerations given by analytical SRP mod-

els. For GPS satellites the ROCK-T models (Fliegel

et al., 1992, 1996) and the box-wing models (Rodŕıguez-

Solano, 2014a) are available to calculate the resulting

SRP, for GLONASS only the box-wing models can be

used.

Figure 6 shows the accelerations in D and B over

one revolution period of a GLONASS satellite for ele-

vation angles of βs = (10, 45, 88)◦ of the Sun above the

orbital plane. The highest elevation corresponds to the

maximum value possible for GLONASS (Meindl et al.,

2013). The accelerations in Y are not shown because

they only contain a constant Y -bias.

The above theoretical predictions are almost per-

fectly met by the box-wing model: sizeable spectral lines

only exist for even orders and odd orders in D and B,

respectively. Small differences are caused by asymme-

tries of the satellite body.

The box-wing model predicts a strong twice-per-rev

(2pr) signal in D with amplitudes of about 4 nm/s2

(GLONASS) and 5 nm/s2 (GPS) for βs = 10◦ and a sig-

nificant 1pr signal in B, as well. The 2pr signal in the

D acceleration decreases when the angle βs increases

and disappears for βs → ±90◦. The maximum strength

of the 1pr spectral line in B is obtained for |βs| ≈ 45◦.

Figure 6 (right) furthermore reveals that apart from
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Fig. 7: Box-wing and ROCK-T accelerations for GPS Block IIA in
D (left, top) and B (left, bottom), and corresponding amplitude

spectra (right)

the main spectral lines in D and B there are sizeable

four-per-rev (4pr) terms in D and three-per-rev (3pr)

signals in B.

It is thus a serious defect of the reduced ECOM of

Eq. (4) when applied to GLONASS that the 2pr terms

in D are neither captured by an a priori model nor

estimated. Moreover, an omission of the 1pr term in B

cannot be justified from the perspective of theory.

Figure 7 shows the accelerations predicted by the

box-wing and ROCK-T models for the GPS Block IIA

satellites. We use max(βs) ≈ 78◦ (Meindl et al., 2013).

The box-wing model gives the Block IIA satellites

similar 2pr values in D as for GLONASS-M, whereas

the corresponding ROCK-T amplitude is substantially

smaller. Both, the box-wing and the ROCK-T mod-

els, predict 1pr terms in B with amplitudes of about

3.0 nm/s2 for βs ≈ 45◦.

Comparisons between ROCK-T and box-wing-models

can be generated for GPS Block IIR and Block IIF

satellites. The general structure is the same as for the

GLONASS-M and GPS Block IIA satellites, only the

magnitudes of the spectral lines vary.

Having seen that the theoretical predictions con-

cerning the orders of the perturbations in D and in B

are quite well met by the ROCK-T and the box-wing

models, we may expand the predicted accelerations in

an extended Fourier series with only even-order terms

for D and only odd-order terms for B, see Eq. (5). Fig-

ure 8 shows the computed coefficients as a function of

βs for GLONASS-M when truncating the series after

8pr and 7pr-terms for D and B, respectively. Note that

the coefficients of the cosine terms of the Fourier expan-
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Fig. 8: Coefficients of D-expansion (left) and B-expansion (right)
of box-wing accelerations

sion are shown, while the sine terms are close to zero;

see the remark at the end of subsection 4.2 .

The figures have the same scale for D and B. We

can thus conclude that the 2pr term in D is larger than

the 1pr term in B in absolute value.

Figure 8 (left) suggests that the estimation of the

2pr terms in D is mandatory for GLONASS, and that

the 4pr terms may be important for small βs, e. g.,

|βs| ≤ 30◦. The 6pr and 8pr terms may safely be omit-

ted. Figure 8 (right) shows that the 1pr term in B is

dominant, but that the 3pr term may be as well signif-

icant for |βs| ≤ 30◦.

From the perspective of theory we thus conclude

that a realistic SRP model must contain periodic terms

of even order in D and of odd order in B. For a straight-

forward interpretation of the estimated ECOM param-

eters the angular argument ∆u = u − us = ut − 90◦

should be used instead of the argument of latitude u

referring to the inertial equatorial system.

Finally, we point out that the above considerations

were made for direct SRP, i. e., when neglecting thermal

re-radiation and Earth-albedo radiation. These (smaller)

effects, as well as an incorrect satellite attitude, an

asymmetric satellite body, or self-shadowing effects may

cause a deviation from the theoretically predicted SRP

properties.

4.2 The extended ECOM

We write the components of the extended ECOM as

truncated Fourier series with the angular argument ∆u
.
=

u − us, where us is the Sun’s argument of latitude in

the satellite’s orbital plane (Fig. 1):

D(u) = D0 +

nD∑
i=1

{D2i,c cos 2i∆u+

D2i,s sin 2i∆u}
Y (u) = Y0 (5)

B(u) = B0 +

nB∑
i=1

{B2i−1,c cos(2i− 1)∆u+

B2i−1,s sin(2i− 1)∆u} .

The extended ECOM has user-defined upper limits nD,

and nB . Note that the angular argument ∆u of the new

ECOM is independent of the coordinate system used.

For nD = 0 and nB = 1, model (5) is equivalent

to the reduced ECOM (4). Using ∆u as angular argu-

ment allows for a much better intuitive interpretation

of the estimated parameters, because it keeps the refer-

ence for the phase of the periodic parameters stable in

time independent of the yearly movement of the Earth

(together with the satellite constellations) around the

Sun. When neglecting the (rather slow) motion of the

Sun during the time period of the arc (in general one to

few days), one may approximately calculate the coeffi-

cients of the new ECOM (5) from those of the old one

(4) by approximating the argument of latitude of the

Sun us by its value in the center of the arc. The result

is:

B1,c = + cosusBc + sinusBs

B1,s = − sinusBc + cosusBs ,
(6)

which allows to obtain the new coefficients from already

existing old ones a posteriori. Note that the usage of

the new angular argument was already suggested by

Springer et al. (1999a) in the context of the generation

of an empirical a priori SRP model.

For satellites symmetric w. r. t. the spacecraft-fixed

coordinate planes we expect the functions D(u) and

B(u) to be symmetric w. r. t. the point u = us. When

using the new angular argument ∆u = u − us in the

expansion (5), the coefficients Di,s and Bi,s of the an-

tisymmetric sine terms must therefore be zero. This

statement only holds for satellites with perfect attitude

and when taking only direct SRP into account. In prac-

tice, there are no perfectly symmetric satellites and no

perfect attitude and there is indirect SRP. Therefore,

we currently solve for the sine terms in D and B, but

expect that they are small. Experience with the new

ECOM in the CODE routine analysis will show to what

extent this is true and whether additional terms might

be required.
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5 The extended ECOM for multi-GNSS

analysis

Motivated by the theoretical insights of Sec. 4, a num-

ber of new candidate ECOMs was assessed regarding

the quality of the resulting orbits, station coordinates,

and geodynamically relevant parameters (ERPs and geo-

center coordinates). Table 4 characterizes these can-

didate ECOMs and the solution series generated with

them. It also contains, as a reference, CODE’s final one-

day solution COF, generated in the framework of the

IGS Repro-02 initiative (Dach et al., 2014). All solu-

tions are based on the same set of observations gath-

ered by the global station network analyzed routinely

by the CODE analysis center of the IGS in 2012 and

2013. The CODE analysis is based on more than 250

stations, it rigorously combines GPS and GLONASS

(70–75 % combined receivers in 2012–13), and it uses

state-of-the-art background models to account for tro-

pospheric refraction, tidal loading, etc., as described by

Dach et al. (2009) and Dach et al. (2014). It is im-

portant to note that CODE is resolving carrier-phase

ambiguities not only for GPS, but also for GLONASS

(Dach et al., 2012).

The names of the solution series indicate the highest

orders in D and B included in the general representa-

tion (5) of the extended ECOM. In this notation, the

COF solution could be labeled D0B1. Table 4 lists the

solutions in ascending order of the number of ECOM

parameters, which have to be estimated per satellite.

This order is retained in the tables listing the spectral
lines of solutions or of solution differences.

Because the absence of periodic terms in D is a ma-

jor deficit of the present ECOM, all of the candidate

ECOMs contain at least 2pr terms in D. The results

of Sec. 3 showed that periodic terms in B may degrade

the geocenter coordinates and ERPs, in particular for

GLONASS. Although no periodic terms in D were esti-

mated there and despite the theoretical predictions we

have added two solutions without periodic terms in B,

D2B0 and D2B1g, where the latter contains the terms

for the GPS satellites only. The 3-parameter ECOM of

Sec. 3.2, which, in the notation introduced, would be la-

beled D0B0, was assessed as well. However, except for

generating rather smooth geocenter z-coordinates, the

other resulting geodynamical parameters and the orbits

are degraded w. r. t. the other candidate ECOMs. D0B0

therefore is not considered anymore for the following in-

vestigations.

Table 4: Candidate ECOMs

Sol D2pr D4pr B1pr # par

D2B0 yes no no 5

D2B1g yes no GPS 5(R), 7(G)
D2B1 yes no yes 7

D4B1 yes yes yes 9

COF (D0B1) no no yes 5

5.1 Geocenter coordinates

Figure 9 shows the estimated geocenter z-coordinates of

the candidate series. Figures of the x- and y-coordinates

of the geocenter are not provided, because different

solutions result in almost undistinguishable x- and y-

coordinates, indicating that the x- and y-coordinates of

the geocenter are almost independent of the particular

orbit model. Table 5 lists the amplitudes of the spectral

lines at 3, 2, and 1 cpy for all candidate series and COF.

In the z-coordinate of the geocenter the COF series

shows a pronounced signal at 3 cpy with an amplitude

of 18 mm. All candidate solutions considerably reduce

the amplitude of this supposedly spurious term. It is in

particular remarkable that the addition of the 2pr term

in solution D2B1 reduces the signal by almost a factor

of two w. r. t. COF!

In accordance with the findings in Sec. 3.2 the z-

coordinate becomes much smoother if no periodic B

terms are estimated: the reduction of the 3 cpy term to

about 3 mm is most pronounced for the solution D2B0.

The solution D2B1g, including the 1pr terms in B only

for the GPS, shows the second smallest amplitude at

3 cpy. However, solutions D2B0 and D2B1g show a siz-

able annual signal.

The COF solution corresponds to the case (‘CMB’,

B1pr = yes) in Sec. 3.2. The values of the amplitudes

slightly differ (Tab. 1), because the results in Sec. 3.2

were obtained using data from 92 well-selected com-

bined GPS/GLONASS receivers, whereas for the COF

solution also data from GPS-only receivers were used

and GLONASS thus has a slightly reduced impact.

Due to geophysical processes the geocenter coordi-

nates are not expected to be zero. Sośnica et al. (2014)

analyzed geocenter motion using satellite laser ranging

(SLR) observations. Table 5 also contains the resulting

amplitudes of the SLR-derived geocenter coordinates.

The latter are available only from seven-day solutions,

which is why the corresponding time series is not shown

in Fig. 9. Note that estimating 1pr terms in B for both

GPS and GLONASS obviously renders the yearly signal

in the GNSS-derived geocenter motion in z more realis-

tic (although increasing the 3 cpy amplitude compared

to solutions without the B terms). Solutions D2B1 and
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Fig. 9: Geocenter z-coordinate as determined in the candidate

ECOM series. All but D2B0 coordinates are vertically shifted by
100 mm w. r. t. each other

Table 5: Amplitudes (in mm) of the geocenter coordinates

Sol Par 3 cpy 2 cpy 1 cpy

D2B0 x 1 1 2
D2B1g x 0 1 3

D2B1 x 1 1 3

D4B1 x 1 1 2
COF x 2 1 3

SLR x 0 1 3

D2B0 y 0 0 5

D2B1g y 1 2 4

D2B1 y 1 0 4
D4B1 y 1 3 4

COF y 1 1 5
SLR y 0 0 3

D2B0 z 3 1 8
D2B1g z 5 2 14

D2B1 z 10 2 4

D4B1 z 8 2 4
COF z 18 1 9

SLR z 0 1 4

D4B1 therefore show annual signals which best match

the SLR-derived values. Note, as well, that the SLR-

and GNSS-determinations of the x- and y-coordinates

agree very well.

5.2 Earth rotation parameters

Currently, the geocenter coordinates are not IGS prod-

ucts, but the ERPs are. From the IGS perspective the

quality of the ERPs is therefore more important than

that of the geocenter coordinates.

Table 6: Amplitudes of polar motion differences (in µas) w. r. t.

IERS 08 C04

Sol Par 4 cpy 3 cpy 2 cpy 1 cpy sum

D2B0 x 3 6 9 7 25
D2B1g x 4 12 3 11 30

D2B1 x 5 8 5 15 33

D4B1 x 5 7 4 15 31
COF x 0 16 4 13 33

D2B0 y 1 6 5 14 26
D2B1g y 3 9 2 13 27

D2B1 y 1 6 0 13 20

D4B1 y 1 6 0 14 21
COF y 3 12 4 10 29

Tables 6 and 7 summarize the amplitude differences

of the x- and y-coordinates of the pole and of the LOD

w. r. t. the IERS 08 C04 series. As the amplitudes should

be zero we also include the sum of these quantities. As

in Sec. 3.2, we do not use the estimated polar motion

drifts as a quality indicator for the orbit models, be-

cause one-day solutions cannot contribute on a scientif-

ically interesting level to these drifts.

Compared to COF, the addition of periodic terms in

D reduces the amplitudes at nearly all periods consid-

ered. Exceptions are the annual period, which becomes

slightly larger for most solutions, and the x-coordinate

at 2 and 4 cpy.

In view of the fact that the RMS errors of the C04

pole coordinates and LOD are today of the order of

30µas and 15µs/day 1, respectively, we conclude that

all solutions, including COF, qualify as valuable con-

tributors to the IERS 08 C04 series.

Regarding the sum of the amplitudes, the differ-
ences between the estimated ERP series and IERS 08

C04 series are best for x and LOD if no 1pr terms in

B are included, the solution D2B1g performs slightly

worse. The differences in the y pole coordinate become

smaller when including the periodic B terms as well.

The differences between the solutions D4B1 and D2B1

are marginal, it seems to be slightly advantageous to

add the 4pr term to the estimated orbit parameters.

Small differences between the amplitudes of the COF

solution and the (‘CMB’,B1pr = yes) solution in Sec. 3.2

can be explained by the station selections of the two so-

lutions.

5.3 Station coordinates

The station coordinates are estimated using a mini-

mum constraint solution (no-net-rotation and no-net-

translation conditions) on a verified list of reference

1 ftp://hpiers.obspm.fr/iers/eop/eopc04/C04.guide.pdf
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Table 7: Amplitudes (in µs/day) of the ECOM candidates’ LOD

differences w. r. t. IERS 08 C04

Sol 4 cpy 3 cpy 2 cpy 1 cpy sum

D2B0 1.7 1.5 3.3 1.9 8.4
D2B1g 1.8 1.6 4.2 4.1 11.7

D2B1 2.9 1.4 4.1 3.0 11.4

D4B1 2.9 0.9 4.5 2.8 11.1
COF 4.0 3.2 5.1 1.9 14.2
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Fig. 10: Amplitude spectra of the scale parameter of a seven-
parameter Helmert transformation between the estimated coor-

dinates and the extrapolated IGb08 reference coordinates

sites from the IGb08 reference frame. Each individual

daily solution is compared with the linearly extrapo-

lated reference frame coordinates applying a Helmert

transformation.

Figure 10 shows the amplitude spectra of the scale

parameter for the five different solution types. At the 1

and 3 cpy frequencies we can find the biggest difference

between the solutions. At 3 cpy there is a reduction of

the amplitude of about 30% for D2B1 and D4B1 w. r. t.

the other solutions. For the annual period a slight in-

crease is visible for all solutions—the smallest (∼6%) is

induced by solution D4B1.

The coordinate repeatability during the two years

period differs only marginally between the five solution

types, because the repeatability is dominated by other

variations of the station coordinates in time, e. g., by

loading effects.

5.4 Orbits

The vector misclosures of the satellite positions at the

day boundaries serve as a measure of orbital accuracy.

The mean values of these overlaps over the two years

Table 8: Mean RMS errors (in mm) of daily Helmert transforma-

tions between candidate ECOM solutions and external orbits

GPS GPS+GLO

COF D2B1 D4B1 COF D2B1 D4B1

IGS 13.2 18.8 20.0 24.6 35.6 35.8

GFZ 15.7 21.9 22.8 30.2 41.3 40.7

ESA 11.8 18.9 20.1 29.1 40.7 40.0
ES2 17.0 15.5 16.9 27.0 31.0 31.2
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Fig. 11: Mean 3-dimensional misclosures of the daily orbits at

the day boundaries for the GPS (left) and the GLONASS (right)

satellites

of estimated orbits are illustrated in Fig. 11, separately

for GPS and GLONASS satellites. The COF solution

and solutions D2B0 and D2B1g are worst in the orbit

misclosures, D2B1 and D4B1 are approximately on the

same level. The differences are, however, small: the ex-

tended ECOM improves the orbit misclosures by about

10%, a clear, but not an overwhelming improvement.

Apart from the orbit misclosures—indicating the

internal orbit accuracy—differences to orbits of other

analysis centers were analyzed. Table 8 shows the mean
RMS errors of the daily Helmert transformations be-

tween the orbits of COF, D2B1 and D4B1 on the one

hand and the operational orbits of IGS (merged fi-

nal GPS and GLONASS products), GFZ and ESA on

the other hand. The line ES2 contains the compari-

son to the orbits computed by ESA in the reprocessing

campaign, in which the box-wing model of Rodŕıguez-

Solano (2014a) was used as a priori model (Springer

et al., 2014). All selected analysis centers provide GLONASS

orbits. For the left part of Tab. 8 only GPS orbits were

taken into account, while for the right part GPS and

GLONASS orbits were compared. Regarding all orbits,

a switch from the COF solution to an extended ECOM

reduces the consistency to all external orbits. This is

expected, because the extended ECOM is supposed to

reduce systematic orbit errors present in the reference

orbits. Note that the smallest increase in orbit differ-

ences is found for the ES2 solution. For the GPS orbits

only, there is even a slight improvement of consistency

w. r. t. ES2 with the extended ECOM.
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Based on the analysis of geocenter coordinates, ERPs,

station coordinates, and orbits, we conclude that the

new extended ECOM must have both, the 2pr term in

D and the 1pr term inB (for GPS and GLONASS). The

above results identify the solutions D2B1 and D4B1

as top candidates for the new ECOM, slightly favoring

D4B1 over D2B1. It is remarkable that the sole addition

of the absolutely mandatory 2pr term in D to the cur-

rently used ECOM (4) already considerably improves

the quality of basically all of the assessed estimates.

6 Validation of GNSS orbits with SLR

SLR provides an independent validation and may be

used to assess the quality of GNSS orbits. The ad-

vantage of SLR lies in the absolute range information,

which is virtually free from systematic effects related to

ionosphere and troposphere delays, phase ambiguities,

and clocks. Therefore, SLR observations are contami-

nated by only a few error sources.

Unfortunately, only two GPS Block IIA satellites

were equipped with Laser Retroreflector Arrays (LRA),

namely GPS-36 (decommissioned in April 2014) and

GPS-35 (decommissioned in May 2013). As opposed to

that, all GLONASS satellites are equipped with LRA.

The SLR range residuals are computed as differ-

ences between the SLR observations and the distances

derived from the microwave orbits. The station coordi-

nates are fixed to the a priori reference frame SLRF2008.

The SLR observations are corrected for relativistic ef-

fects, troposphere delays, and for the offset of LRA

w. r. t. the satellite’s centers of mass.

The SLR residuals serve as an indicator for the ra-

dial accuracy of the microwave-derived orbits, because

the maximum angles of incidence of a laser pulse to

a satellite are only about 13◦ and 14◦ for GPS and

GLONASS satellites, respectively.

Fritsche et al. (2014) studied the dependence of the

mean SLR biases for GLONASS on different elevation

angles of the Sun above the orbital plane on the basis

of multi-year GNSS solutions. The maximum positive

bias of approximately +60 mm was obtained for βs = ±
20◦ and ∆u = u−us ≈ 180◦. Furthermore, a maximum

negative bias was found for ∆u ≈ 0◦. A similar behavior

is observed in all solutions, which do not solve for 2pr

parameters in D direction, see, e. g., the COF solution

in Fig. 12.

Figure 13 illustrates that the estimation of the 2pr

terms in D greatly reduces the spurious pattern of the

SLR residuals as a function of βs and ∆u. As a result,

the estimated microwave orbits become almost unaf-

fected by artifacts related to SRP modeling deficiencies.

Table 9: GNSS orbit validation using SLR observations (values

in mm)

GPS Block IIA GLONASS-M

Solution Mean bias RMS Mean bias RMS

D2B0 -6 25 -6 32

D2B1g -10 24 -6 32

D2B1 -10 24 -6 32
D4B1 -10 24 -7 33

COF -12 25 1 35

The RMS error of the SLR observations (RMS around

the mean value) is reduced from 34.6 to 32.1 mm, i. e.,

by 7% and the mean bias of GLONASS becomes com-

parable to that of the GPS satellites. The remaining bi-

ases between SLR and GNSS solutions originate mainly

from the satellite signature effect, which is caused by a

spread of the laser pulse due to reflection from multiple

reflectors in the LRA. The satellite signature effect can

be as large as 15 mm for multi-photon SLR detectors

when ranging to GLONASS-M satellites (Sośnica et al.,

2015).

For the two GPS satellites the RMS error of SLR ob-

servations is reduced from 25.3 for COF to 23.6 mm for

D2B1, i. e., by 9%. The dependency of the SLR residu-

als on ∆u is different than that observed for GLONASS,

i. e., the maximum negative residuals occur at ∆u ≈
180◦ and not at ∆u ≈ 0◦. The SLR validation shows,

however, that this pattern is reduced, as well, for GPS

satellites.

Table 9 summarizes the mean offsets and RMS val-

ues of the SLR residuals w. r. t. microwave GNSS orbits

for all assessed solutions. For GPS the smallest RMS

values of SLR residuals are obtained for the solutions

D2B1, D4B1 and D2B1g. Neglecting the 1pr parame-

ters in B introduces some artifacts into the GPS or-

bits and increases the RMS value to 25.2 mm in D2B0

(degradation of about 7% w. r. t. D2B1). For GLONASS

the smallest variations of the residuals is obtained for

solutions D2B1, D2B0, and D2B1g, whereas D4B1 is

degraded by 1 mm in both the mean bias and the RMS.

The two GLONASS satellites R11 (SVN 723) and R21

(SVN 725) have been excluded in Figs. 12 and 13 and in

the statistics, because their SLR residuals look peculiar

and become larger and more systematic when using the

extended ECOM. We attribute that to satellite-specific

attitude problems.

7 Summary and conclusions

In Sec. 3.2 we analyzed the geocenter coordinates and

the ERPs emerging from a GLONASS-only, a GPS-

only, and a combined GPS/GLONASS analysis based
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Fig. 12: Residuals of SLR observations to GLONASS satellites in 2012–2013 for COF solution (in mm). The observations for eclipsing

satellites and for the satellites R11 (SVN 723) and R21 (SVN 725) were excluded
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Fig. 13: Residuals of SLR observations to GLONASS satellites in 2012–2013 for D2B1 solution (in mm). The observations for eclipsing
satellites and for the satellites R11 (SVN 723) and R21 (SVN 725) were excluded

on a data set gathered by a global network of 92 com-

bined GPS/GLONASS receivers in the years 2009–2011.

We first used the so-called reduced ECOM described in

Sec. 3.1 for this purpose.

The three solution series generated high-quality geo-

center coordinates x and y, which are in the order of

magnitude comparable to SLR determinations of the

geocenter (Sośnica et al., 2014). It is in particular im-

portant that the amplitude at 3 cpy is small, of the order

of 1–2 mm. The amplitude at 1 cpy is about a factor of

2 larger than expected by SLR.

The GPS-only solution generates acceptable results

in the geocenter coordinate z, as well. The amplitude

at 1 cpy is roughly as expected by SLR, the amplitude

of 4 mm at 2 cpy is too large (1.3 mm are expected from

SLR), and the amplitude of 5 mm at 3 cpy is definitely

too large.
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The GLONASS-only solution generates heavily bi-

ased z-coordinates, which was made known by Meindl

et al. (2013). The amplitude of 112 mm at 3 cpy clearly

indicates that a GLONASS-specific problem exists. Un-

fortunately, this bias is also clearly visible in the com-

bined solution with an amplitude of 20 mm at 3 cpy.

When omitting the 1pr term in B, the GLONASS-

only and the combined solutions get much better in the

z-coordinate, but now the amplitudes at 1 cpy are suf-

fering. In summary, from the point of view of the geo-

center, the 3-parameter ECOM without periodic terms

is much better for the GLONASS and the combined

solutions, but not sufficient when striving for highest

accuracy.

The validation of the ERPs derived from the three

solution series in Sec. 3.2 in essence confirms the re-

sult obtained for the z-coordinate of the geocenter: the

GPS-only solution achieved with the 5-parameter ECOM

does not show obvious biases. Even the sum of the four

spectral lines at 1, 2, 3, and 4 cpy for the x- and y-

coordinates of the pole lies roughly within the RMS

error of the IERS 08 C04 series. The GLONASS-only

solution based on the 5-parameter ECOM is heavily

deteriorated. The problem is—as in the case of the z-

coordinate of the geocenter—the signal at 3 cpy: am-

plitudes of 210µas and 70µas at 3 cpy are simply un-

realistic. The LOD estimates confirm the results of the

pole coordinates, where the problematic amplitudes are

at the 4 and 2 cpy frequencies.

As in the case of the geocenter z-coordinate, the

3-parameter ECOM improves the quality of the pole

coordinates and of LOD.

Direct SRP acceleration acting on a GNSS satellite

body was analyzed in Sec. 4. For simple satellite bodies

in yaw-steering mode it was argued that only even-order

terms should exist in the D-component of the ECOM

and only odd-order terms in B.

This hypothesis was tested using the box-wing mod-

els by Rodŕıguez-Solano (2014a) and the older ROCK-T

models documented in Fliegel et al. (1992) and Fliegel

et al. (1996). Both model types largely meet the expec-

tations. As a result of these investigations the extended

ECOM was given the form (5).

The reduced 5-parameter ECOM (4) is a member

of the new extended ECOM family defined by Eqs. (5),

the full ECOM, represented by Eqs. (3) is not.

The new ECOM uses the angle ∆u
.
= u − us as

argument and no longer simply u. The differences are

negligible for one-day arcs, see Eq. (6), for longer arcs

of, let us say, one week the difference might matter, in

particular for small values of |βs|. In any case the new

angular argument is much better suited for interpreting

the estimated ECOM parameters.

Four ECOM candidates (Tab. 4) were validated in

Sec. 5 using the same criteria as in Sec. 3.2, and in ad-

dition also the quality of orbits and station coordinates.

All candidates contained 2pr terms in D, one even the

4pr terms. Three candidates contained the 1pr terms in

B, one only for GPS.

All candidate solutions are performing on the level

expected by SLR when considering the x- and y-coordinates

of the geocenter. The bias at 3 cpy in the z-coordinate

did not completely disappear, but it was reduced by

factors varying between 2 to 6. Unfortunately, the best

solutions at 3 cpy have relatively high (thus less realis-

tic) amplitudes at 1 cpy.

All solutions generate pole coordinates and LOD

values superior to the COF solution, using the IERS 08

C04 as reference. For the pole coordinates, the new solu-

tions (with the exception of D2B0) slightly increase the

amplitude of the annual period as compared to COF.

The orbits were assessed by comparing the orbit

misclosures at the day boundaries. In these tests COF,

D2B0, and D2B1g gave the worst results, the other so-

lutions slightly reduce the discrepancies. Furthermore,

the orbits were compared to orbits provided by other

analysis centers. Overall, the consistency to the exter-

nal orbits is degraded when switching from the old to

the updated ECOM. The smallest degradation is ob-

served w. r. t. the orbits of the reprocessing campaign

of ESA, where the box-wing model of Rodŕıguez-Solano

(2014a) was used. Considering GPS orbits only, there is

even a slight improvement of consistency to these ESA

orbits when using the extended ECOM.

The station coordinates were analyzed by comput-

ing spectra of the scale parameter of a Helmert trans-

formation between the daily coordinate estimates and

the extrapolated IGb08 reference coordinates. The ef-

fect of different orbit models on the coordinates turned

out to be rather small.

Finally, the candidate solutions were validated using

the SLR technique in Sec. 6. The results are convincing

and show that the spurious patterns in SLR residuals

are reduced by the new candidate ECOMs.

The microwave carrier phase residuals are compara-

tively insensitive to the orbit parametrization: the mean

value of the ionosphere-free phase residual RMS over

the two processed years 2012 and 2013 is 4.130 mm for

COF and 4.101 mm for D4B1.

In summary, the assessments identify the solutions

D2B1 and D4B1 as top candidates for the new extended

ECOM, slightly favoring D4B1 over D2B1. Based on

our experiments we recommend current users of the

classic 5-parameter ECOM analysing GLONASS to switch

to either the modified model D2B1 or to D4B1.
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As a result of the review of the ECOM performed

in this article the CODE IGS contributions are based

on solution D4B1 since January 4, 2015.

A reprocessing of data of 2014 and an analysis of the

the now routinely generated solutions based on D4B1

will enable an improved evaluation of the new ECOM.

This allows to maintain the performance of the pro-

posed extended ECOM — updates may be needed in

the future — and will be in particular useful when ad-

dressing eclipsing satellites, which were not in the focus

of our interest here.
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